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TDS010:   

Atmos InterSystem boiler and Oso hot water cylinder with 

outside sensor.  
 

This document contains instructions that apply to installations where weather dependent control 

(WDC) is used with the InterSystem boiler. Connecting an outside sensor to the InterSystem 

boiler results in the boiler modulating the flow temperature according to the outside temperature. 

This has repercussions for the hot water heating. In installations with a system boiler and a hot 

water cylinder, the boiler is also used to indirectly heat the stored hot water. For the boiler to heat 

the stored hot water to 60°C, the flow temperature needs to be around 80°C. When an outside 

sensor is connected, the flow temperature will be lower than 80°C most of the time. 

The Atmos InterSystem boiler offers the possibility of weather dependent control in combination 

with indirect hot water heating provided the cylinder thermostat has normally closed contacts. 

Atmos supplies the Oso hot water cylinder which meets this requirement. A wiring diagram and 

explanatory notes are given below and on the next page. 
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Remove the link X4/9-10 which is normally present on the Atmos InterSystem boiler. 

 

Connect the normally closed cylinder thermostat contacts to X4/9-10. This means X4/9-10 is 

closed when satisfied and open when calling.  

 

Connect the normally open room thermostat contacts to X4/6-7 on the low voltage side. 

Alternatively the room thermostat can be connected on the high voltage side to contacts X2/1-3, 

with X2/3 being the 230V permanent live and X2/1 the switched live.  

 

Connect the outside sensor to X4/8-9.  

 

Boiler parameter A must be set to value 1 which means that X2/5 becomes live when a call for 

heat comes in from the cylinder thermostat (X4/9-10 opens) and ceases to be live when a call for 

heating comes in from the room thermostat.  

The brown wire on the Honeywell diverter valve VC4013 is connected to X2/3 (fused permanent 

live), the black wire is connected to X2/5 (fused switched live) and the blue wire is connected to 

X2/6 (neutral). Port A on the valve is connected to hot water and port B connected to central 

heating. In this arrangement the valve opens to hot water (and closes to central heating) when a 

call for heat comes in from the cylinder thermostat. It opens again to central heating (and closes 

to hot water) when a call comes in from the room thermostat. 

 

When X4/9-10 is open the boiler fires for hot water and the diverter valve opens to hot water. 

The boiler flow temperature is determined by the value of boiler parameter n.  

 

When there is a call for heat from the room thermostat X4/6-7 (or X2/1-3) closes and the boiler 

fires for heating The supply temperature is now determined by the outside sensor. 
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